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Introduction

The centennial of the birth of John Steinbeck provides an opportu-
nity to re-assess the work of a great American writer. With such

titles as Of Mi<:e ancl Men, The Grapes o.f Wrath, and Cannery-
Ror.r', Steinbeck is one of the most widely read authors around the
world, by people of all ages.

ln 2001, the Mercantile Library of New York, the Center for
Steinbeck Studies at San Jose State University in California, and
the National Steinbeck Center in Salinas, California, received a

grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) to
organize, present and support public programs during the centen-
nial year of his birth on the life and work of the author who, in his
lifetime, was awarded the O. Henry Prize for Short Story, the Pul-
itzer Prize, and the Nobel Prize for Literature.

As part of this effort, through The Steinbeck Centennial Li-
brary Project, NEH provided grants to 100 libraries across the
country; each library committed to hosting Steinbeck programs for
the public. Interest was high, and grants were limited only by the
funds available. Indeed, six additional libraries were privately
funded.

In addition, the NEH Steinbeck Centennial grant has also sup-
ported the development of materials that will help libraries (and

other literary-minded organizations, such as bookstores, literary
centers, and private book discussion groups) to organize their own
study of Steinbeck's work using this booklet and a traveling pho-
tographic exhibition from the Center for Steinbeck Studies.

The following booklet is r.rot meant to be a guide on how to
run a general interest book discussion group. There are several
books on the market that can assist with the mechanics of the
group (for instance, The Book Group Boot, edited by Ellen Slezak,
Chicago Review Press, 2000). Nor is it meant to be a comprehen-
sive look at Steinbeck's lit-e and work.

Instead, it is meant for readers in book discussion groups who
wish to reach their own conclusions about the world created by
John Steinbeck and his interpreters. Through it, we hope that
readers will develop their own relationshrp with John Steinbeck's
works and a deeper appreciation 1'or his artistry and engagement.

This guide could not havc bccn dcveloped without the finan-



cial support of the National Endowment for the Humanities, and

the enthusiastic support of the Steinbeck Centennial project from

NEH program officers Thomas Phelps and David Marrz. Our spe-

cial thanks to Anne Keisman and Katie Rodger, Centennial Coor-

dinators, for their help in making sure the Centennial achieves its

goals; Michael Millman of Penguin Putnam, publisher of John

Steinbeck's work; Gene Winick, Sam Pinkus, Elizabeth Winick,
and Evva Pryor of Mclntosh & Otis, the Steinbeck estate's literary

agents; Amanda Holder of the National Steinbeck Center; and

family members Thom Steinbeck, Jean Boone, and, last but surely

not least. Elaine Steinbeck.
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The Steinbeck Discussion Group
Book discussion groups generally have their own personalities,
culture and approach to the works they discuss, depending on the
length of time they have existed, the personalities of the people
involved, and the venues in which they take place. The following
paragraphs outline one approach to these discussion groups. We
recommend that, in using this guide, you adapt it to your own cir_
cumstances and look at it, more or less, as a case study of the
groups we have run at The Mercantile Library of New york over
the past twenty years.

Though the impetus for developing this guide was the centen_
nial of John Steinbeck's birth, Steinbeck actually makes a particu-
larly attractive subject for a discussion group, in part because of
his involvement in film, which makes a wonderful adjunct to the
book discussions. Many of the films based on his novels, stories
and screenplays are available in library collections or may be
rented from video stores. viewing them as one interpretation of
steinbeck's work can spark lively discussions of the literary work
itself.

John Steinbeck and the Single Author Discussion Series

Focusing on a single author rather than ranging widely in world
literature both poses different problems for a discussion group and
allows for opportunities to delve deeply into how that authoriaw
the world, and how he or she expresses this in a body of work.
Across the United States, successful discussion groups have fo_
cused on single authors, most of which have grown out of fan
"clubs." These have ranged from those who follow the popular
mystery writer Harry Stephen Keeler to the French aesthete Mar-
cel Proust.

John Steinbeck provides an interesting case for a discussion
group. Though one can characterize his body of work as, in the
main, socially engaged and focused on the common man (and
woman), it also roamed from the local to the international. from
the quietly heroic to the greatly heroic. In regard to film, Stein_
beck was often closely involved in the development of the film
itself or worked with the film's writers and producers in the adao-
tation of his prose. To focus on Steinbeck alone is to discover the
essential humanity of the writer, and to re-visit the questions that
held the nation in thrall from the 1930s to the 1960s. and are still

ary
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meeting dominated by a single person.

At The Mercantile Library of New York, we have taken sev-

eral approaches, but the approach that works best for us is to have

either a librarian or an American literature scholar lead the group'

Either leader should come prepared with a list of between six and

twenty questions about the book (for Steinbeck, these are already

provided for you later in this booklet). Some will be broad and

others specific, and often relate to such topics as society, morality,

artistic approaches, etc. In the case of Steinbeck, such broad cate-

gories will generally work, perhaps because, though he was inter-

ested in narrative structure, Steinbeck's appeal is often in the con-

tent of his work, and less obviously in narrative structure and aes-

thetics. For more information on approaches to discussing Stein-

beck, see the chapters "Introduction to Steinbeck's Major Literary
Works" and "Basic Themes and Discussion Questions'"

Having academic scholars may indeed be appropriate for yout

discussions, as they might not be for discussions on, for example,
joyce and Proust, which can often end up in arcane discussions of
cultural references or nanative style. In fact, retired university

faculty or graduate students might make an attractive alternative if
libranans are either unavailable or do not feel comfortable or

qualified to lead such a focused discussion.

If you do not have an ongoing relationship with a local univer-

sity English department, it can sometimes seem daunting to estab-

lish one. A good first step is to call the English depaftment at the

local college or university and ask if there is a professor who

teaches Steinbeck or, if not, American literature courses, and then

speak to that person. If that person is not available to work with
you, it is a good idea to ask him or her for suggestions. These may

lead you to good graduate students or high school teachers in your

area who are enthusiastic about Steinbeck and his work. One

should be aware, however, that enthusiasm, though it is important,

may lead discussion leaders into dominating a discussion. A good

book discussion leader draws comments from participants by us-

ing key points at key moments of intervention, not by lecturing.

When seeking a discussion leader among scholars, this should be

made clear.
A third approach to group leadership is to have a different

member of the group lead each discussion. In such a case, it is a

good idea to ask each person to prepare discussion questions be-

forehand. She or he can then either distribute them him- or herself

at the beginning of the session or use them as a discussion guide.
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How Much Reading is Appropriate Between Sessions

and What Editions To Use

The amount of text to be read will depend on how often you have

your sessions and the type of work being read' Minimums are

rareiy required (even in the case of a close-reading group of the

works of Marcel Proust, which averages about 10 pages a month)

but setting a maximum may be necessary'

Steinbeck'sprosetendstobestrong,clearandaccessible,so
daily reading is not a particularly difficult assignment' and is' in

fact, usually a pleasure. If your group meets monthly' it is not un-

reasonable to expect the group to read a full novel or collection of

short stories for each session. If the group meets weekly or bi-

weekly, one can expect to read between 100 and 1-50 pages a

week.'The group itself should decide as it takes up each book' so

that all members are comfortable-
As for which edition to use' Steinbeck and Viking Pengutn

have had a continuous relationship since 1936, one of the longest

tenures between an author and publishing house in American his-

tory (Hemrngway and Fitzgerald with Scribners are other such in-

stance$. Older Viking editions are perfectly acceptable and are

often available in libraries. Newer Penguin editions are available

in most bookstores or on-line from the National Steinbeck Center

in Salinas (www.steinbeckstore.org) or other on-line bookstores.

Penguin and the Steinbeck estate have also licensed the venerable

Library of America to publish some of Steinbeck's work. These

*uy uiro be available at libraries or for purchase at bookstores or

online.

lf at all possible, it can be beneficial to the group to read the

same edition. A discussion of the work often leads people to

quote or refer to specific passages and it is easier if all the books

Iiave the same pagination. Penguin's Twentieth Century Classics

often include solid introductions to the work at hand'

The question of how many of Steinbeck's books are appropri-

ate for discussion is an interesting one ln a later section, there

will be suggested discussion questions for eight of Steinbeck's

books. all fiction. However, other Steinbeck works may be appro-

priate. The Monterey novels-Iortilla Flctt, Cunrter\; Ror" and

SueerThursdav-tnight be reitd all as a piece' over sevcral se:-

sions. Steinbeck's Mexican vvslks-Zlre Pearl, The Forg,otten ViL-

Irr,ge, and the screenplay for Vi ua Zapata't-1'11ight also engender



rntercstil'rg discussion, cspeciallv fo' thosc intcrested in Mexico
and its history.

Allowing the Use of Outside Criticisrn and Biography

Many book discussion groups have members who enjoy reading
the author's biography and criticism of his work before comins to
the session, which has the advantage of providing informatiorr
about the work that rnight not be available simply by reading the
text. Sometimes parlicipants will have read other works by Stein_
beck that illumi'ate the text being read (e.g., there is a very illumi-
nating passage in Steinbeck's Sw-eet Thursday that can have an im_
pact on the discussion of Of Mice end Men). Such helpmeets can
be valuable; they may also interfere with the reader's personal in-
terpretation of the book by introducing an "expert,' reading that
can intimidate other readers. There has Iong been a controversy
about the use of biography in particular and a question about
whether studying the author's life helps or hurts the reader in un_
derstanding the work of art; this critical approach was championed
in the nineteenth century by the great French literary scholar Saint-
Beuve and picked up in twentieth-century America by Edmund
Wilson. One thing to remember in discussing fiction, however, is
that the only "wrong" reading is the one that cannot be justified by
pointing to something that occurs in the text.

A possible compromise when group members disagree about
whether to use biography and criticism in discussing Steinbeck's
works is to allow use of the former at the end of the session, as a
review or re-cap, or as a sounding board to any conclusion
reached. It can also be helpful to have one person in the group read
Steinbeck's excellenr letters, published in John Steinbeck: A Lrfe
in Letters (see bibliography). one thing to remember about the use
of outside criticism is that discussion participants should feel per-
fectly free to disagree with the critic's conclusions or ooinions.



Introduction to Steinbeck's
Major LiterarY Works

The following section provides a brief outline and guide to John

ii.inU..t', r.iork and intellectual and artistic development' For

additionai discussions of these books' see the introductions to most

*iiuiauut works, published by Penguin Twentieth Century Classlcs'

THE APPRENTICE YEARS

Although John Steinbeck, rather like Faulkrer' had an amazingly

proJu.iiu" several years from the mid- 1930s to the early 1940s' he

'Aia no, spring forth as a major writer without years of practice- He

decided that he wanted to be a writer at age 14, and he never aban-

doned his dream from high school on' He wrote daily most of his

life-letters, diaries, ,roii"r, novels, plays' nonfiction' The title of

i^.non Benson's splendid biography is particularly appropriate:

The Trtre Adventtrres of John Steinbeck' Writer (cited as Benson

throughout this booklet)'

CUP OF GOLD (1:929)

While living in the Sierra Nevada mountains at Lake Tahoe' Stein-

beck spent two years working on his first novel' It is a romantic

tuf. ubout a seventeenth-century Welsh prrate' Henry Morgan'

who leaves home to seek his dream vision, his grail. As a young

;;;h;L"it separate from his countrymen: "Silly' spineless crea-

tures, he thougirt them, with no dream and no will to leave their

r;il;", dump*y huts." Henry, like many other of Steinbeck's cen-

tral charactens, seeks to realize a dream apart from the common-

pfr..lift. orclinary. The novel is written in an ornate style'

THE PASTURES OF HEAVEN (1932)

The Pastures of Heaven-third written of Steinbeck's apprentlce

*ortr, Uut second published-is a series of shorl stories' framed

fyt*o episodes that convey the possibilities inherent in the Cali-

fomia lanclscape' The stories themselves are about the denizens of

. u.tt.y who are, in some way' cut off or lonely or rejected by the

rojoriiy. The linking device ihroughout these stories is the Mon-

roe family, newcolners to the valley who disrupt others' lives' of-



ten unwittingly. Steinbeck based these stories, as he did so many

others, on people he knew; he wrote a friend that "There is, about

twelve miles from Monterey, a valley in the hills called Corral de

Tierra. Because I am using its people I have named it Las Pasturas

del Cielo. The valley was for years known as the happy valley be-

cause of the unique harmony which existed among its twenty
families. About ten years ago a new family moved in on one of the

ranches. They were ordinary people, ill-educated but honest and as

kindly as any. In fact, in their whole history I cannot find that they

have committed a really malicious act nor an act which was not

dictated by honorable expediency or out-and-out altruism. But

about the Morans there was a flavor of evil. Everyone they came

in contact with was injured. Every place they went dissension

sprang up" (John Steinbeck: A Life in Letters,42-43; cited subse-

quently as SLL).

TO A GOD UNKNOWN (1933)

This novel is one of Steinbeck's most ambitious, a stew of phi-
losophical and religious ideas, of pantheistic visions. "The story is

a parable," Steinbeck wrote to his college roommate. "The story of
a race, growth and death. Each figure is a population, and the

stones. the trees. the muscled mountains are the world-but not

the world apatt from man-the world and man-the one insepara-

ble unit man plus his environment." That statement goes a long
way to explain the concerns not only of this novel but also of
Steinbeck's entire oeuvre. He envisions man as intimately con-

nected with place, with the inhabitants of that place. Joseph

Wayne, the central figure of this novel, is so determined to fuse his
person with the land he homesteads that he, eventually, becomes

nearly synonymous with the land itself.
The story line is simple, one that Steinbeck will use again-a

family moving West to settle and bring their dreams to fruition.
Joseph Wayne and his brothers represent different philosophic and

religious visions, however, and in their various responses to Jo-
seph, the land, and the drought that blasts the land, Steinbeck ex-
plores a variety of approaches to spiritual truths and environmental
ethics.
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THE LONG VALLEY (1938)

This is a collection of Steinbeck's short stories. some representing

his finest work. Included in this volume are "The Chrysanthe-

mums," "Flight," "Johnny Bear" and "The Red Pony," as well as

other strong stories. Most are set in the Salinas Valley, and they

are about ordinary people, often lonely, isolated, uncommunica-

tive. Many stories are about marriage or the tension between

sexes. A few are initiation tales. Several treat the theme of artistic

intention, the meaning of creativity and what it demands of the art-

ist ("The White Quail" and "Johnny Bear" in particular). Stein-

beck's strong sense of place, especially the beauty of the Salinas

Valley, is clearly evoked in each tale. Though the collection was

published in 1938, the stories were written earlier, most in 1934

when Steinbeck was poor, discouraged, and desperate to get pub-

lished. Magazines paid about $50 for stories, which seemed like a

lot to the struggling writer.

THE LABOR TRILOGY

For the past sixty years, John Steinbeck's reputation has rested pri-

marily on his socially engaged novels of the 1930s, what might be

called his labor trilogy In Dubious Battle (1936), Of Mice and

Men (1937), and The Grapes of Wrath (1939), the latter awarded

the Pulitzer Prize in 1940. Each is a searing examination of power-

lessness, homelessness, gender dynamics and male friendship-
and, in varying degrees in each novel-of group behavior, eco-

logical holism, regionalism, and the dynamics of power. Any dis-

cussion of John Steinbeck probably begins with one of these texts.

IN DUBIOUS BATTLE (1936)

This novel was Steinbeck's first to focus on political upheaval and

was, in its inception, an accident. Goaded by his feisty wife, Carol,

and muckraking journalist Lincoln Steffens-then living in Car-

mel-John attended a few meetings of the John Reed Club in Car-

mel. He didn't like the meetings-he wasn't a joiner by nature and

didn't much like the Communist Party-but he was awakened to

the reality of the political situation in California. Steinbeck de-

cided to interview two labor organizers, Cicil McKiddy and Carl

Williams, who were being secreted in nearby Seaside' another

hamlet on Monterey Bay. Their stories about 1933 labor strikes in



t
california were so intriguing, however, that Steinbeck decided to
buy their material and tum it not into the biography of a strike or_
ganizer, his first idea, but into a novel. It is one ofhis finest.

The novel examines the various groups vying for power and
place in California: the large landowners, the Communist party
(which moved into the state in the early 1930s to organize farm_
workers, excluded from unions), and, of course, the workers them_
selves, who mostly wanted a self-sufficient existence. Steinbeck's
sympathies were clearly with the last of these, and he saw the
other two groups-communist organizers and powerful landed in-
terests in california (the Associated Farmers)-as equally respon-
sible for manipulating the workers for their own ends. Both organ-
izers in the novel, Jim and Mac, are sympathetic characters in
many ways-at different points in the novel-but both tend to
place more emphasis on the end to be achieved than the toll their
work takes on human lives, as the Growers Association wreaks
havoc on the workers when they strike for better wages. The novel
clearly reflects the tensions between the marginalized and the
powerful, tensions that were apparent throughout Depression-era
Califomia.

OF MICE AND MEN O937)

The title of In Dubious Battle was taken from Milton's paradise
Losr; his next book is a far more focused study of powerlessness, a
novella about friends George Milton and Lennie Small (or a mi_
crocosm of Battle, Milton writ Small). Of Mice and Men is a gem,
one of Steinbeck's most endearing texts because, in part, it charts
the unlikely friendship of two men of the road (like Natty Bumppo
and Chingachgook, Huck and Jim, Ishmael and eueequeg_
migrants all). It is the quality of that friendship that may first at_
tract readers, as it is fully evoked in the first chapter. The two de-
pend on one another rather like husband and wife, father and
son-or ego and id, brain and brawn. The interpretations are
many. Clearly George has the words and plans, and Lennie has the
heart and affection and devotion. Theirs can be seen as a sentimen-
tal story-and has been by some critics-but for most readers the
bonds of friendship resonate throughout the text.

The characters assembled around these two represent either
power or powerlessness. The ranch owner, Curley, and Curley's
wife have varying degrees of power. The men in the bunkhouse,
on the other hand, have little control over their lives-thev are liv-
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ing from job to job, and some cling desperately to their jobs-like

,fO C-aV or, 
"^il"d 

to the barn, the black man Crooks' One of the

reasons that Lennte and George's relationship is so unusual to the

other characters in the novel ii that each is in his/her way a loner'

^rJifr" 
book is as much about loneliness and isolation as it is

,f."i ,ft" power of friendship to cut against those conditions'.--ofMi,ceandMenisalsoaboutadream-.,livin,offthefatta

the land," as Lennte articulates repeatedly' It's a dream of male

seif-sufficiency, of land ownership' of independence' of a home'

of a family re-envisioned' The book suggests the possibilities that

huu. ul*uy, been inherent in the American experience' and that is

one rcason for its long PoPulantY'
That and the fact that Steinbeck wrote this novel as a play-

novelette or a novel that could be read as such and the dialogue

,r.d u, a script for a play' As such it was a "failure"' Steinbeck

believed, beciuse the script had to be changed for the stage'

C."tg" f*f*an, with Steinbeck's help' prepared a script' and .Of
iiri"ora Men openedon Broadway at the Music Box Theater in

November 1937. The play won the Drama Critics Circle Award

for best drama.

THE GRAPES OF WRATH (1939)

Even as Steinbeck was making corrections on the of Mice and

Mrn r"ript,he was planning his next n-oy"l The Grapes of Wrath'

fn. lO"u fo, the book tu'oJto him on his first journalistic assign-

r.nt in the fall of 1936' The liberal San Francisco News sent

iteinbeck to cover the migrant situation in California; he went to

the Arvin Bncampment iriBakersfield' California to talk to Tom

Cotlnt, manageiof one of the first of the government camps set

"f 
l" 

-"fif"*I" to alleviate housing problems for the Southwest

niigrun,, pouring into the state from the Dust Bowl regions' Stein-

U.Jt in,"iui.*"d Collin' and migrants' and studied the situation

first hand, after which he wrote iseries of articles on the migrants'

olisht. published as "The Harvest Gypsies'" !y December 1936

il;ilJJilew that his nexr,.big book" would be the migrants'

storY.- 'The 
Grapes of Wrath is saicl by many to be Steinbeck's mas-

terpiece. Its power lies not only in rts searing pofirait of Dust Bowl

poverty-if it *"r" merely an historical tract about homelessness

in the 1930s it would not 'sellover 150'000 copies a year' It is.also

the story of the mtgration of a people' It echoes Exodus' And it is

ll



the story of a famrly disintegrating, of how power shifis from pa-
triarchy to matriarchy; of what freedom means to a man just re-
leased from jail-as well as to all who must test the limits of therr
freedoms in a new state. It is about two key relationships. One is
between Tom Joad and Jim Casy, the preacher who, leaving his
Christian calling, looks for spiritual meaning outside the church.
Tom is his pupil, and Casy guides Tom in his own rebirth into so-
cial commitment. But equally important is the relationship be-
tween Ma Joad and her self-absorbed daughter, Rose of Sharon.
Like Tom, she must leam to look beyond herself and her needs to
embrace the needs of others. The novel is thus a plea for empathy
and understanding, as well as an indictment of a system that left so

many destitute in a land where excess oranges were dumped in
rivers in order to keep prices inflated: "There is a crime here that
goes beyond denunciation." The words have new relevance in this
sadly altered world.

STEINBECK'S ENVIRONMENTAL VISION

"I don't like Yosemite at all," Steinbeck wrote his godmother in
1935. "Came out of there with a rush. I don't know what it was but
I was miserable there. Much happier sailing on the bay." A few
years earlier, he had written to a friend, "Modern sanity and relig-
ion are a curious delusion. Yesterday I went out in a fishing
boat----out in the ocean. By looking over the side into the blue wa-
ter, I could quite easily see the shell of the turtle who supports the
world" (SLL). Steinbeck was never a mere realist. For him, as for
any watergazer-to borrow Herman Melville's term-the sea is
more than a place; the sea-unlike the majestically enclosed Yo-
semite Valley-is unbounded, full of meaning and symbols, as a
reading of "The Snake" or Cannery Row, The Winter of Our Dis-
content, s1-rn6st importantly- Sea of Cortez clearly reveals.
Steinbeck, like Melville and his Ishmael, was both a sailor and a
seeker. First and foremost, he liked living near the sea, where he'd
gone regularly since he was a child. When a student at Stanford
Unrversity, he spent the summer of 1923 in Pacific Grove taking a
class in Marine Biology at Hopkins Marine Station. When he
moved permanently to New York in 1950, it took him only three
years to buy a house near the sea, in Sag Harbor. He built a small
boat and saiied boats in the estuary around his point. He went fish-
ing, "whtch I consider the last of the truly civiHzed pursuits.
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Surely I find it a most restful thing. And if you don't bart the hook,
even fish will not disturb you" (April 1966). Undoubtedly much of
his fishing time was spent in contemplation, "looking over the side
into the blue water," where, for Steinbeck, there would always be
something more than fish. Man's "spirit and the tendrils of his
feeling are so deep in a boat that the identification', between man
and boat "is complete," he writes in Sea of Cortez. Throughout
this book and beyond, contemplation of water brought forth mus-
ings on things larger. Indeed, his writing on the sea is a kind of
touchstone for appreciating the nature of Steinbeck's thinkins
about physical and metaphysical reality.

sEA OF CORTEZ (1941)

Undoubtedly the most significant product of John Steinbeck's eco-
logical vision is the book he co-authored with marine biologist Ed-
ward F. Ricketts, Sea of Cortez (1941).It is the accounr of a 1940
tnp to the Gulf of California cataloguing marine life-a hybrid
text that is part essay, partjournal, paft humorous anecdote, part
scientific catalogue, part philosophical insight. The trip itself was
Sternbeck's way of escaping the pressures expended in writing
The Grapes of Wrath and the agony caused by the subsequent
storm of protest. Financed by Steinbeck, the trip was also his way
ofhelping his closest friend escape a failed love affair. Together
they would move from a place of pain to a place of wholeness,
grounded in the clarity of science: "This whole trip is doing what
we had hoped it might, given us a world picture not dominated by
Hitler and Moscow but something more vital and surviving than
either. From the simple good Indians on the shore to the inverte-
brates there is a truer thing than ideologies" (SLL).Indeed, the in-
terconnectedness of the human species on shore, the marine life of
the littoral, and the predators threatening both-tourists, Japanese
fishermen, sharks-is precisely his subject. That, and the equally
important connection between "the tide pool and the stars," be-
tween physical reality and spiritual insight.

THE LOG FROM THE SF.A OF CORTEZ (1951)

This volume is the "Log" portion of the earlier text, and includes a

fine essay "About Ed Ricketts," which Steinbeck wrote after his
friend's death. Dunng the years he lived on the Monterey penin-

at

his
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sula, from 1930-36- Steinbeck forged a crose bond with EdwardFlanders Ricketts. What happenejat Ricketts,s lab rs perhaps bestarticulared in rhis impressionisti. ,.n"n-'oir. wt,;, ;;";;;":;Tj"rn.,fully explore in that essay- equally important_the quality of Ed,sscientific endeavors.and thei.op" orii, rnterest in marine biol-ogy-, both key to Steinbeck's own thinking. Rickerts was Stein-beck's mentor in matters of the sea and ecorogical holism. Stein-beck writes in his es,say, ..Everyone 
found himself in Ed,,,and thateveryone is largely. Steinbeck himself, who embrac"a, *ri, 

'^-
Ricketts, a worrd view that saw man not at the center of the unr-verse. but as another snecies srnroolin^ t,
men r_s ome ri me s ;"tf;,'"?* T,-f 

t;ff"| s urv i ve in an en viron-

John Steinbeck saw from a scieitistis perspective alr his lif.e. Itis apparent in the detachment he so often u"hi*"r, 
"rp*i"ify i"the nonfi*ion abour the migranrs una rn tris world wr. iil"i,*"r-ism, where he assumes the iole of a recording consciousness.

Steinbeck and Ricketts called this approacl, ,;nont"t*to;;;i;,",
"is" thinking: to study and accept tf," *o.fO in as unbias;;;'*;y
as possible, to accept what is ruih". than what shourd be. From the1930s onward he is also fascinated with the human capacity toform groups capable of humane u"tlon, fit" the Joads; of findinghappiness, like the paisanos in Tortitta iiar or the '.westering,,pio-
neers in "The Red po.nyi.. or, at the opposite extreme, of mindlesstotalitarianism, as in the "herd animalj Lr in" Moon Is Down. stern-beck was acutely aware of the way hu_an, coalesce into groupscapable of effective action. A man who read scientific texts a' hislife, Steinbeck was a man for whom science was integral to thetexture of life. His was a wide ranging curiosity uOortir" *uf^"things work and with how human!,"iur" io, and often destroy, en_vironments.

t - 
In 1940, responding to Steinbeck's script for A Forgotten Vil_lage' a film about a chorera epidemic in a Mexican 

"'r"c ni"t"rr,wrote that he and Steinbeck had long sought to articulate ,,larger
relationships between human,o"i"tiunJ?h" giu"n individual, be_tween man and the land, and between *un und his feeling 

"i;;:'pra-personal participation from within" (,.Thesis una rurut-.rrui, ro.a Scripr on Mexico'i)' It must u" r."fiin -rna ,rru, Sreinbeck,s sci-ence was never limited to physical, observable connections. C;;nectedness meant also to be attuned to some kind of f,igfr". fur, usense of a greater whole_something Casy in The Graies ,t ilmnarticulates-or a fleeting spiritual ,*r". ,".Vlun 
is related to thewhole thing, related inextricable to all reality, krown as well as

unkr-rowable," he writes in Sea o'f Cortez' Steinbe

*u, u *ut"rgazer because the world had meantng

stan"e and ii those things often elusive' sometim
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unknowable," he writes in Sea o.f'Corte:. Steinbeck, like Melville,

was a watergazer because the world had meaning. both in sub-

stance and in those things often elusive, sometimes inexplicable'

THE MONTEREY NOVELS

unlike Steinbeck's "serious" work, these three novels are often,

not quite accurately, seen as carefiee, charming' funny, engaging'

Each is about a group of misfits who cling to the margins of soci-

ety-quite happily. They survive through elaborate systems of

barter, scorning work tor the most part, and spending most of their

time simply enjoying themselves. Parties figure promrnently in the

plots of ill thr"". But to label each novel as mere froth is to do

each a disservice. Each has a serious intent, other "layers," as

Steinbeck liked to say of his books, beneath the dazzling surface.

TORTILLA FLAT (1935)

This novel was written in 1933 as Steinbeck's mother was dying,

an attempt, in part, to alleviate some of the unhappiness he felt

over heriickness in a "house of gloom and melancholy'" The

book, he said, was "light and I think amusing but true, although no

one who doesn't know paisanos would ever believe it." The stones

are based on those he heard from Mexican workers while he

worked with them; others are based on stories told him by Susan

Gregory,aMontereyHighSchoolEnglishteacherwhowasalso
neal of the Spanish Club. The second edition of the novel is dedi-

cated to her.
Loosely based on the Arthurian cycle, as Steinbeck informs

his reaclers in the openrng paragraphs, Tortill.a Flat is about the

rise and fall of Danny's house, how the paisanos came together to

form a 
,.unit" and how that unit dispersed. Steinbeck's point here,

as in other books where he is considenng the dynamics of "group

man," as he called it, is to see the potential of humans acting in

conceft. The paisanos are not knights, of course, but they are loyal

to one another, they are friends, they have certain codes that bind

them together. Although certainly enjoying alcohol and freedom

and no responsibilities, Danny and his friends are not deadbeats.

steinbeck means them to be positive figures because they enjoy

hfe and nature and one another, as many in the dominant culture

do not.
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CANNERY ROW (1945)

Of Steinbeck's Monterey novels, this is perhaps the best, and cer-
tainly the most serious and complex. Biographer Jackson Benson
has said that it is Steinbeck's war novel without ever mentioning
the war. It certainly reveals that life is both exhilarating-parties
and good fun punctuate the book-and full of despair-suicides
and deaths occur with some frequency. Steinbeck's point here is
that the enclave of Cannery Row, like the tide pool he compares it
to, is a place where organisms struggle to survive. Some make it,
some don't. As in The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck structures this
novel with alternating chapters of "plot"-how to throw a party
for Doc-and "interchapters" that seem to have little relation to
the main thrust of the book. He wishes readers to stretch their per-
ceptions of community beyond the tight enclave of Cannery Row.
What happens in Monterey or to other characters on Cannery Row
is also relevant thematically, as several of the stories examine is-
sues of isolation, loneliness, defeat. In addition, Steinbeck asks
readers in a few of these "interchapters" to see that a whole in-
cludes a sense of the ineffable, the spiritual. Looked at in one way,
Mack and the boys are bums, but they are also "the virtues and the
graces," as Steinbeck says, because in many ways they are also
extraordinary, gifted, and loving. To see holistically, as Steinbeck
wants his readers to see, is to embrace "the tidepool and the stars,"
a phrase he uses in Sea of Cortez. To put it another way, he wants
his readers to see with Doc's fullness of vision: see closely as a
scientist (the first we see of Doc is him peering in a tide pool) and
see abstractly as a poet (the book concludes with Doc's reading of
the poem, "Black Marigolds").

swEET THURSDAY (1954)

Steinbeck came back to the Cannery Row material. After the novel
was published, Burgess Meredith was interested in playing Doc on
stage, and, according to Meredith , in 1947 "they started to make a
play version of Cannery...with Bogart...standing by." In January
1948 Steinbeck came to California to scout locations for a film
version that, he told reporter Ritch Lovejoy, "will be an entirely
new enterprise in the field." The play was abandoned, the film got
tied up in lawsuits, Ed Ricketts died, and John Steinbeck was
separated from his second wife" Gwyn, in 1948. It was not the

time to work on any material' But marriage to Eir
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time to work on any material. But marriage to Elaine Scott in 1950

brought peace and the leisure to write East of Eden-published in
1952. He wrote to Stanford roommate Dook Sheffield in 1952,

two years after marrying Elaine:

[I'm] changed in some ways, more calm, maybe more
adult, perhaps more tolerant. But still restless. I'll never
get over that I guess-still nervous, still going from my
high ups to very low downs-just short of a manic depres-

sive, I guess. I have more confidence in myself now,
which makes me less arrogant. And Elaine has taught me

not to be afraid of people (strangers) so that I am kinder
and better mannered I think. (October 16, 1952)

So in this ruminative stage, early 1953, Steinbeck started trying
once again to turn Cannery Row into material for the stage, this
time attempting to write a musical play version. The treatment
wouldn't come together, as one writer close to him wrote:

The story of Cannery Row per se wouldn't make a show.

It needed more. So we asked John to see if he could de-

velop for us the basis of a musical play or actually write a

libretto based on the characters of the Row, built around
the character of Doc...We had sort of a vague theme, but
the form that we had in mind was to be a story about Doc
and some vvsrnan-l mean there would have to be a love
story in it, and then the rest of the people would be the

bums and whores of CR, those that existed prior in the

book and any others that he might want to invent. (Benson

1 40)

Since Steinbeck couldn't write a musical comedy treatment, he

tumed to the novel form and named it "Bear Flag." He wrote this
novel, of course, with the idea of musical comedy in the back of
his mind. When finished. he had some doubts about his new book:

Bear Flag may not be much good but for what it is, I think it
is all right. Also I think it makes a nice balance for the weight
ofEden. It is krnd oflight and gay and astringent. I think that
right now it is krnd of healthy. Practically nothing funny is

being written and I think B.F. is funny. The New Yorker hu-
mor (practically the only humor today) is bitter, smaft and

despainng. At least B.F. is none of these. It may even say
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-some good things. (to Elizabeth Otis, Septernber 14, 19-53)

There are some very good things in Sweet Thursday (,.Bear
Flag"'s Lrltinrate tirle). a book lhat is mosr ofren dismissed by crir_
ics. it is funny, it's very much about the power of creativity itself
to transform experience, and it ends_as do many films, comic
books, and masquerades that the book mimics-with the hero and
heroine riding into the sunset.

PrPE DREAM (1955)

But as a musical, sweet Thursday was doomed. Elaine's notes tell
of Steinbeck' s efforts :

The summer John was to work on the script, John and I
drove around looking for a house. Rentedi little house in
Sag Harbor; John was 54 (sic), and he sat down and wrore.
Ernest Martin and Furor were the producers. They took
finished copy and called Steinbeck, ..Guess who wants to
produce it-Rodgers and Hammerstein.,, Of course we
were thrilled. I worshipped Oscar_funny and amusing
man. Only later did we realize that they just weren,t th"e
right ones to do it.

The musical "Pipe Dream" opened at the Shubert Theater on No-
vember 30, 1955 and ran to the end of June 1956,246disappoinr
ing performances.

What went wrong? Harold Klurman, a great director of the
classics, "couldn't have been a worse director,,, said Elaine. ..And
Helen Trauble couldn't have been a worse Fauna. Rudolf Bing had
fired her from the Met but he, being a gentleman, said it *u, idif_
ference of opinion over her contraci. No one asked her to sing full
voice until the first dress rehearsal in New Haven...She could"n,t
project over the orchestra. Had to be amplified. Why they didn,t
fire her..."

Steinbeck also knew it was off track, noted Eraine. "He always
thought the song, 'Suzy is a good girl' the wrong kind of song.,,
He pleaded with the producers to make changes, for what the-y had
done made him angry. "you tumed my whore into a visiting
nurse," he told them. Or, as he wrote to Elia Kazan later, ..*hat
really is the trouble is that R. and H. seem to be attracted to my
kind of writing and they are temperamentally incapable of doine

it"' (Benson 781) And he wrote Hammerstetn a

still in Productton:

What emerges now is an old-fashroned

that is not good enough to people who I

ward to this show based on You and me

Oklahoma came out it violated every c(
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Hammerstein' (Jay Parini' John Steinb'

"Bear Flag" as Steinbeck wrote it' was' accord

U" ift" taty of an intellectual like Doc falling i
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it"' (Benson 781 ). And he wrote Hammerstein as the work was

still in productton:

What emerges now is an old-fashroned love story. And
that is not good enough to people who have looked for-
ward to this show based on you and me and Dick. When

Oklahoma came out it violated every conventional rule of
Musical Comedy. You were out on a limb. They loved it
and were for you. South Pacific made a great jump. And
even more you were ordered to go ahead. But Oscar' time

has moved. The form has moved. You can't stand still'
That's the price you have to pay for being Rodgers and

Hammerstein. (Jay Parini, John Steinbeck, p.385)

"Bear Flag" as Steinbeck wrote it, was, according to Elaine, "To

be the story of an intellectual like Doc falling in love with a

whore." The musical did not convey that mismatch with any level

of seriousness.

AFTER CALIFORNIA

John Steinbeck had left California during World War II, but he

tried to come back to live in Pacific Grove with his second wife.

He returned to California again after their divorce in 1948. When

he married Elaine, he left for good. Many have said-and still
say-that after Steinbeck abandoned his native soil his novels

were not as powerful as the work up through Cannery Row. More

recently, critics have focused on the experimental nature of his fic-
tion-something he himself always insisted upon-and see that he

was, in effect, writing novels that owed much to what would come

to be called metafiction, fiction that self-consciously examined the

process and contours of writing.

THE PEARL (1947)

The PearL is a parable, as Steinbeck tells his readers in the begin-

ning. This novella reminds us that the writer was never a realist.

As early as 1933 he wrote a friend, "I don't think you will like my

late work. It leaves realism farlher and farther behind' I never had

much ability for nor faith nor belief in realism. It is just a form of
fantasy as nearly as I could figure. Boileau was a rviser man than

Mencken...There are streams in nlan more profound and dark and

strong than the libido of Freud. Jung's libido is closer but still in-
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adequate" (sLL). The peorlexamines what happens when a mansuccumbs ro greed_although it is equally t_" itrut K;; *;;;,wtrat many want, education-for his son, a better life for himself.This is anorher of Steinbeck,s srories of dreamers 
""J;;';Aprice paid for dreams unrearized. steinbeck also explore, ,d;r"nection between music and prose_another constant f*; ;;"who considered himself .,a minstrel rather than a scrivener.,,

EAST OF EDEN (1952)

Throughout the 1940s, Steinbeck talked about the ..big 
novel,, thathe wanted to write_and that critics, who.wanted him to composeanothe.r The Grapes o!Wyth,expected hrm to write. In 194g hestarted the book that he'd had in ihe back of his mind since theearly 1930s, called in manuscript ..The 

Salinas V"ll"y.,; H; ;;_tended it to be a record of his home place, but as the 6oJo"""r-oped it became much more. Work on the novel broke off after hedivorced Gwyn, and his misery over the loss of his marriage andhis two sons kepr hiT.fr9- *iiting. il* he returned to the workafter his marriage to Elaine, he wrlte u nou"l that was to be bothan account of his moth^er's family,s history in the Salinas Vait"y,as well as a retellinq of the Cain and Abel story. Thri;rkr;"his "symbol peoplej'he insisted, una ,r,"i. story was one abouthow one lives with human sufferins.

THE WTNTER OF OUR DrscoNTENr (196l)
After this novel was published, a book that warned Americansabout their crumbling morality, Steinbeck was awarded the NobelPrize for Literarure. Followini is part oi an article on the novelthat.Susan shillingraw ."."ntly puuhrn"a in the Steinbeck yeqr_
book:

"what a mess of draggle_tail impulses a man is,,
Voices in The Winter of Ou) Discontent

Reviewing The Winter of Our Discontent fbr the New york
Times, carros Baker notes his dissatisfaction with Steinbeck,s lastnovel:

This is a problem novel whose central problem is neverfully sorved, an internar conflict nover in which the centrar
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rssue between nobiltty and expediency. while it is joined,
is never satisfactorily resolved. F-or this reason, despite its
obvious powers, The Winter rf Our Discontent cannot
rightly stand in rhe forefront of Steinbeck,s fiction.

Far from being the source of the novel's creative failure, its
lack of resolution is, in fact, central to the message. The absence
ofnarrational authority or a privileged perspective, the text,s resis-
tance to synthesis and closure convey a profound unease with what
he saw as a dissolute American culture. Throughout the 1960s,
Steinbeck expressed disillusionment with both America and
Americans-the title of his last book, published in 1966, a jere-
mad that scrutinizes the country's frayed ethical fiber. In the final
chapter of America and Americans, he has difficulty finding words
to describe an irresolute nation: "A dying people," he concludes,
"tolerates the present, rejects the future, and finds its satisfactions
in past greatness and half-rernembered glory" (lil-). The Winter of
)ur Discontent dramatizes the poignancy of that assessment for
John Steinbeck, the plight of a nation that can find no clear path,
forge no guiding resolutions.

The novel's mix of languages, styles, and "voices" expresses
thatcultural instability. What one reviewer calls an ..overworked

$yle that always seems to be asking the reader to finger the nch
material of the prose" and another a style "embarassingly out of
touch" (DeMott) is, in fact, consciously ornate and insistently
many-voiced; the verbal "polyphony" and complexity mirors
Ethan Allen Hawley's and the nation's shifting course and imper-
iled morals. In The Winter of Our Discontent the central ,.voice."

Ethan Allen Hawley's, is in continual dtalogue with voices from
his ancestral and national past, from his morally unsteady present,
from a tentatively promising future in his daughter. Each verbal
exchange is loaded with an array of social attitudes and nuances:
"l've thought so often," Ethan muses, "how telling changes with
lhe nature of the listener. Much of my talk is addressed to people
who are dead, like my little Plymouth Rock Aunr Deborah or old
Cap'n" (61). Other talk, so often full of silliness or half-truths, is
addressed to his wife, Mary. And "For pure telling,', he reflects,
"my mute and articulate canned and bottled goods in the grocery
serve very well...They don't argue and they don't repeat', (61). At
other times he speaks to no one. believing that "the only confidant
to trust [is] Anderson's Well" (106), a phrase he links to a fairy_
tale about a king who "told his secrets down a well, and his secrets
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were safe" (80). Ethan's varied dralogues and nuanced utterances
convey his genuine perplexrty and anguish about the morality of
"looking out for number one." At the heart of this novel about an
unhappy "Good Man" ( 100) who turns in his immigrant boss to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service for illegal entry, who
knowingly helps his best friend drink himself to death, and who
carefully plans a bank robbery is a moral ambiguity that is con_
veyed "dialogically," through Ethan's,.ideologically satu_
rated" (Bakhtin 27 3) conversatlons.

To discuss "polyphony" and "dialogism', in The Winter of Our
Discontent is to borrow terms from Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of
discourse in the novel. For Bakhtin, the novel is characterizedby a
"social diversity of speech types and by...differing individual
voices." The novel's basic feature, he asserts, is .,movement of the
theme through different languages and speech types, its dispersion
into. . . social heteroglossia, its dialogi zation,, (Bakhtin 263). Fur_
ther, all speech "is in dialogue with pnor discourses on the same
subject...A single voice can make itself heard only by blending into
the complex choir of other voices already in place', (Todorovf Dia_
logue is multilayered because words and phrases not only mean
something in and of themselves but are colored by various social
and historical contexts and speakers" Language in the novel, Bak-
htin asserts, is "drawn into the battle between points of view, value
judgments and emphases that the characters iniroduce into it": lan-
guage is "infected by mutually contradictory intentions and strati-
fications; words, sayings, expressions, definitions and epithets are
scattered throughout, infected with others' intentions with which
the author is to some extenr at odds" (Bakhtin 315-16).In this
novel of multiple conversations, parodic inversions, comedy and
irony, Steinbeck's chief concern is dialogic. when Ethan splaks to
his many listeners, the dialogue shifts tones and contexts and
meaning, often with dizzyingspeed as he moves from voice to
voice, his own and others. The resulting "problem novel" plays out
Ethan's moral realignment through speech that often r""-i fiue-
mented and inauthentic, in conflict with itself. rn The winter o/
Our Discontent, language, hero, and country are similarlv con_
flicted. voices in dialogue don'r blend in thls novel-they collide.
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Basic Themes and Discussion euestions
for Steinbeck's Major Works

IN DUBIOUS BATTLE

l. "l'mnot interested in a strike as a means of raising men's
wages, and I'm not interested in ranting aboutjustice and op_
pression...I wanted to be merely a recording consciousness,
judging nothing, merely putting down the thing,', Steinbeck
said about In Dubious Bqttle. What cloes he mean here? Else_
where he talked about a "detached quality" to his prose that he
very much wanted to be there. He also said of the novel, ..I
guess it is a brutal book, more brutal because there is no au_
thor's moral point of view" (SLL).

2. At the beginning of the novel, Jim is introduced as a neophyte,
a man about to be reborn. Consider the ways that he seems in_
nocent, untried, undefined.

3. Consider the importance of setting at the beginning of the
novel, of the mood struck in the opening chapters.

4. In his Introduction to the Twentieth century classics edition
of this novel, Warren French discusses the importance of the
San Francisco longshoremen's strike to this novel. Other im_
portant influences were undoubtedly the 1933 cotton strike
and peach strike in california. steinbeck himself said the book
was a "composite," but undoubtedly it reflects the increasing
labor unrest in California in the early 1930s (see Jack Benson
and Anne Loftis, "John Steinbeck and Farm Labor Unioniza_
tion: The Background of In Dubious Battle,,,American Litera_
ture, Vol 52, 1980. 194-223 or Anne Loftis Witnesses to the
Struggle: Imaging the 1930s California Inbor Movement,
University of Nevada Press, 1998). .,In this book I was makins
nothing up," Steinbeck told his editor. Consider how knowl_
edge of cultural history enriches an appreciation of this novel.

5. Characterize Mac, who seems ruthless. Does he change in the
course of the book'l Look at rhe scene with Lisa's birth. What
is the purpose of having the men work together tcl help her?

6. Why is Dan the firsr man Jim talks to on the lob?



1 . Consider the importance of Dakin and London. Are they fully
realized characters? Why or why not?

8. What does Steinbeck mean when he says: ,.I have used a small
strike...as the symbol of man's etemal, bitter warfare with
himself '?

9. "I still think that most 'realistic' writing is farther from the
real than the most honest fantasy. The Battle with its tricks tr_r

make a semblance of reality wasn't very close." Steinbeck was
never a "mere realist" and didn't see himself as a realistic
writer. The title of In Dubious Bctttle is taken from Milton's
Paradise Losr. Consider the implications of the title.

10. Doc Burton is a very important character, one of Steinbeck's
"self'characters (according to Warren French, a prominent
Steinbeck critic) or one of his detached observers modeled on
Ed Ricketts (a Merlin character, argues Jack Benson, a figure
who appears in much of Steinbeck's fiction-the one who
comments, observes, sees broadly and wisely). Comment on
the role of Doc Burton in the novel. What happens to him and
what is the significance of his disappearance?

I 1. Why is Jim drawn to Lisa at the end of the novel? What val_
ues does she signify?

12. Comment on the ending and Jim's facelessness. Do Jim and
Mac seem to be different characters by the end of the book?

13. What is the role of Joy in the book? Is he doomed from the
beginning, much like Lennie in Of Mice and Men? If so, why?

14. Consider the importance and meaning of property in the
novel.

15. Some readers are troubled by the fact that all workers are
white, while this was not the case historically. Mexicans, Afri-
can Americans and other ethnic workers also picked Califor_
nia's crops. Why would Steinbeck not make his workers re_
flect this diversity?
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THE LONG VALLEY

Note the titles. many of which are suggestive. There is the

sense in many of these stories that Steinbeck is finding an im-
age, an objective correlative for an idea. Comment.

Respectability was, for Steinbeck, often a mask, a role, a

"hamess." Stripped of respectability, characters flounder. Dis-
cuss their plights.

Several stories are about marriage: "The Chrysanthemums,"
"The White Quail," "The Harness," and "The Murder" in par-
ticular. Discuss the issue of men and women's relationships,
the tensions of marriage, and the apparent lack of communica-
tion in the various stories.

Sexuality is important to several stories, especially a kind of
sexual tension that separates or charges characters. Consider
the ways that a kind of sexual encounter structures several sto-

ries: "The Chrysanthemums," "The White Quail," "The
Snake," and "Johnny Bear."

Steinbeck is also interested here, as he is throughout his ca-

reer, in the nature of creativity. Both "The White Quail" and
"Johnny Bear" can be read as meditations on the nature of
creativity. Mary Teller and her garden may suggest the dark
possibilities of artistic creativity-isolation, obsession with
perfection, detachment from life. And "Johnny Bear" is about

artistic freedom and how far the artist can go in imltating or
recording life as it is. Discuss.

"Flight," "The Vigilante" and "The Red Pony" may all be seen

as initiatron stories-although what that really means diff-ers

in each story. In "Flight," the issue of Pepe's "manhood" and

when he really achieves is central to the story. In "The Vigi-
lante," the central character has a revelation about what it
meant to be part of a group. And "The Red Pony" traces a

young boy's various encounters with death. Discuss.

Steinbeck said of "The Chrysanthemums" that he wanted the

story to "strike without the reader's awareness." What do you
suppose he meant?

What do the Dark Watchers mean in "F-lieht"?



9. What do the cypress tree and the tub suggest in .,The 
Red

Pony"?

10. Steinbeck probably wrote ,.St. Katy the Virgin,,when he was
at Stanford university. Does this story belong in the colrec-
tion? He was fond of it because it was satiric and fun.

OF MICE AND MEN

1. A jungle is a roadside hobo camp; the first recorded reference
to the term was to "Hobos Jungles," used in 190g. Whv do
Lennie and George first stop at a jungle rather than go directly
to work? Why is it here, and only here, that the entire dream
that Lennie and George share is articulated?

2. Look closely at the opening paragraph, and the contrast be_
tween the distant mountains and the pool that sherters tramps
and boys. It's a safe and protected spot, whereas the distani
mountains are powerful and remote_like the voices and
noises suggesting power and authority throughout the novel.
This is, in many ways, a claustrophobic novel; tight enclosures
that seem to protect the tramps-the pool, the bunkhouse, the
barn. Throughout the novel, inside and outside are contrasted.
Also, the tight enclosures suggest the nature of the workers,
world. Discuss.

3. several characters are identified through their hands and what
they do with their hands. Comment.

4- In the opening scene of the 1939 Lewis Milestone film of of
Mice and Men, Lennie carries a dead bird, not a mouse. The
studio thought that a mouse would be too unsettling for the
audience, particularly a female audience. Why is u-rnoor" u
more appropriate image? Either Steinbeck's friend, Edward
Ricketts, or his wife, Carol Steinbeck, came up with the title
for Of Mice and Men; one read the Burns poem to Steinbeck
as an illustration of naturalistic and biological determinism.

5. virginia Scardigli, a friend of the Steinbecks, has noted that
when Steinbeck was writing the novel, he repeatedly asked
acquaintances for the word for someone who sweDt out a
bunkhouse; finally he remembered "swamper '" Tiis anecdote
illustrates steinbeck's desire to use the precise language of

workers. Find other examples of Sternbeck'

guage.
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workers. Find other examples of Steinbeck's facility with Ian-
guage.

About one third of the way through composition of this novel,
Steinbeck left the manuscript at home one evening with a new
puppy, Toby. Toby ate the manuscript. In the archives of the
Center for Steinbeck Studies at San Jose State University, a
first edition of Of Mice and Men is inscribed by the author:
"Toby ate the real first edition of this novel." And in Carol
Steinbeck's papers there was a fragment of the novel tucked in
an envelope, with her words on the outside: "This is the fa-
mous fragment! all that was left of the first hand-written ms.
of Of Mice and Men when the puppy finished his criticism. An
English Setter." Steinbeck had to begin the novel again. But
rewriting may not have been as difficult as it seems for a
writer who composed books in his head before committing
them to paper. Biographer Jackson Benson recounts this story
about the composition of "The Red Pony": "shortly after com-
pleting 'The Red Pony,' John had set down the manuscript on
something, forgot where he had put it, and then couldn't find
it. He and Carol had torn the house apart trying to find it. Fi-
nally Carol told him that he would just have to forget it and
write the story again...As they were moving [to Los Gatos],
they found the original manuscript, which had fallen down be-
hind an old Spanish trunk, and out of curiosity, they stopped to
compare it with the second version that John had written. They
found that it differed by only seven words." Does this knowl-
edge about Steinbeck's writing habits-he seems to have had
his novels firnrly in mind before he started writing-influence
your reading of Of Mice and Men?

Claire Luce, playing Curley's wife in the Broadway play,
asked Steinbeck to give her more information on the character
she was playing. He responded with a compelling character
sketch that is included in John Steinbeck: A Life in Letters.
Discuss the men's reactions to Curley's wife. Why doesn't she
have a name? Does a reader's impressions of her differ when
she finally speaks of her past to Lennre? When she threatens
Crooks, she seems at her worst; why does she say what she
says to him?

Does Lennie need George more or does George need Lennie
more?
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9. Did George have to kill Lennie? Often in high school class-
rooms, mock trials are set up to try George for first or second
degree murder--or to pardon him. What would your response
be to the killing?

10. Why is a Lugar, a German gun, mentioned twice? Does it
seem an odd weapon for a ranch hand to own? Is it significant,
as Louis Owens maintains, that Steinbeck mentions this gun?

I l. This novel is one of America's most compelling books about
friendship. Compare to other texts whose appeal may also be
due in large part to the quality of the friendships evoked. Is
Lennie and George's dream possible? Why are others attracted
to them?

THE GRAPES OF WRATH

l. Look closely at the opening paragraphs. Steinbeck notes de-
tails as well as the wide angle shot. He was influenced by
film-Pare Lorentz's documentaries "The plow that Broke the
Plains" and "The ftiys1"-3nd his description of place is cine-
matic here. The structure of these paragraphs mirrors the
structure of the book, as it moves back and forth from the de_
tailed Joad chapters to the interchapters that cover a wider per-
spective.

2. The end of this opening chapter focuses on the people on the
land, men vs. women. Note the ways that the book contrasts
men's "figuring" to women's methods of coping.

3. Why does Steinbeck first introduce Tom Joad leaving jail?
What thematic concerns are thus introduced?

4. The turtle chapter is justly famous. Early reviewers often fo-
cused only on the historical accuracy ofthe novel, whereas
Steinbeck insisted that he was not writing merely social his_
tory. His vision was also highly suggestive, symbolic, mythic.
The book, he said, had four layers-readers could take out of
the novel what they could, based on their sensitivity and so-
phistication as readers. The turlle symbolizes the migrants in
several ways. Discuss.

5. The meaning of home is important throughout this book. Dis_

cuss what home means initially to Muley' to'

the other migrants' Does the definition of hor

out the novel?
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show him two ways to respond to crisis' Exat
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cuss what home means initially to Muley. to Tom, to Ma an<J
the orher migrants. Does the definition of home shifi through_
out the novel?

6 Muley and Casy each offer an arternati'e life to Tonr, and
show him two ways to respond to crisis. Examine the central
ideas and beliefs ofeach.

7 Steinbeck often read his books aloucl to friends. Note how
each of the Joads is initialry introduced-through stories. Note
the passages where Ma tarks to Tom, to Rose oi sharon and
discuss the quality of those speeches.

8. Why do granma and granpa die before the family reaches
California? Why does Noah leave?

9 uncle John is cailed the "Lonest goddamn man in the world.',
What is his role in the book? How important a character is he?

10. steinbeck incrudes a number of characters who work and have
jobs. Indeed, if Fitzgerald is the Arnerican novelist who writes
most convincingly about money, Steinbeck mav weli be the
novelist who writes most convincingly about people who
work. Cite examples.

I l. The interchapters serve a number of purposes: stylistic vari_
ety, pace changers, historical overview, repositories of Stein_
beck's social and political ideas. Find examples of each. Note
how his prose often echoes the King James biUt". Why would
Steinbeck have included these echoes?

12. What is the role of the Wilsons and other migrants that the
Joads meet'? How is the family redefined as the journey pro_
gresses ?

13. An early and thoughtful essay called ..'Ihe philosophical
Joads" by Frederrc I. Carpenter (1941), ends with tiis com_
ment: "For the first time in history, The Grapes of Wrath
brings together and makes iear three great skeins of American
thought. lt begins with the transcenclental oversoul, Enters.',s
faith in the common man, ancl his protestarii self_reliance. To
this it jorns whrtman's religion of the love of ail men and his
rrass democr-acy. And it conibines these rnystical and poetic
ideas with the rearistic philosoph-v of praurratisrn arcl it, *,.,.,-
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14.

phasis on efibctive action. From this it develops a new kind of
Christianity-not otherworldly and passive, but earthly and
active." Trace these threads.

Consider the implications of the title, taken from "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic," whose lyrics Steinbeck had printed in
the endpapers of the first edition. ("He is trampling out the
vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored.") The title also
refers to Revelation: "And the angel thrust in his sickle into
the earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and cast it into the

great winepress of the wrath of God" (xiv.19). Comment on
references to grapes-as representing both want and plenty.

References to water are equally abundant in this novel. Con-
sider why water is such a powerful referent.

16. Compare the ending of John Ford's film-which ends with
Ma Joad declaring that "we're the people"-to Steinbeck's
ending. Why would Ford change the end? Why would he shift
the placement of the government camp section?

17. Consider the importance of the Casy/Tom relationship as

compared to the Ma/Rose of Sharon relationship. Both Tom
and Rose of Sharon are being mentored; what is the signifi-
cance of the growth of each character?

EAST OF EDEN

l. Steinbeck began working on the book in 1948, calling it
"Salinas Valley." He wrote that he "would like to stop every-
thing to do a long novel that I have been working on the notes
for a long time." In 1949-somewhat recovered from a painful
divorce-he was still thinking of the novel as "Salinas Val-
ley." But in 1951 he was calling it East of Eden. The book was

published ln 1952. Why would "Salinas Valley " be an apt title
for the book? And why mtght East of Eden be a better title?

2. Note how Chapter I depends on a number of contrasts. Cite
several and discuss what such contrasts suggest. Steinbeck
wrote in Journal of a NoveL, the journal he kept while writing
the novel, for example, that this was to be a story "of good and

evil, of strength and weakness, of love and hate, of beauty and

ugliness-the inseparable mutually dependent pairings out of

which 'creattveness' is born " How does.this o

,ugg"r, the eprc scope of the loyel? ^.":llL
resiit nis language about the history ol ( alllor

be his purpose ln telling the state's history thu

3. In Journal of a Novel' Steinbeck writes that "I

itri, toot sosimple in its difficulty that a chii(

it." Whut does he mean by that? It's cerlainly

,r"ry. gt, he said something similar-about Ih

Of tlir" and Men-that he wanted these book

lar clarity of outline and expresston'

4. In his journal Steinbeck wrote: "i have purge<

bitterness that made me suspicious of the self

before you the composite ol u fu1 
past (a hisl

imaginative Harrultons) and a ficttonal preser

i."Jf.tl' I am whole and free and know that a

on the lonely, anguished' solitary effort'" Sot

formation rs conJ"yed in that quote.' that his

stranded narrative, with one strand biographi

i,* a and A characters that suggest the Cair

i.om th" Bible)' And he admits that a charac

*iLLU" a part of the story-the I that frequen

narrative. Comment on the impact of that "I'

beck chooses to place "a character Steinbecl'

uncertainties and doubts' in the novel'

5. The Trasks are' as he said' his "symbol peo;

re-envisions the story of Cain and Abel' it st

,k","tting "A" people who are good and "C'

evil. But even in the beginning of the novel'

iirety fixeOt Is Cyrus a bad father? Is Charlt

Is Adam a convincing character? An admrrz

gooan"tt believablei In his joumal' Steinbi

lou will recognise that the Hamilton sectiot

almi",rtt than ihe Trask sections' For the Tri

along in chronological story while the Ham

which play counterpoint are put togetner w

pi"."r' mut"hed and cliscarded' Also I am p

iime with the Hamilton sections' By this m'

over a kind of veracity which would be tm1

straight-line narrative'"

6. Steinbeck had two sons by his second wife
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which 'creativeness' is born'" How does this opening chapter

suggest the eptc scope of the novel? And why might readers

resist his language aoout the history of California? What might

;;";6os"e litetting the state's historv thus?

3. InJournal of a Novel,Steinbeck.writes that "I want to make

this book so simple in it' alffitulty that a child can understand

it." What does he mean by that? It's certainly not a child's

,rry gu, he said something similar.aboutT:( Re('"' ::i'-0f 

Mrce and Men-that he wanted these books to have a slml-

lar clarity of outline and expresslon'

4. In his journal Steinbeck wrote: "I have purged myself of the

' ;i;.;tt that made me suspicious of the self' the 'I'; you see

before you the composite oi a real past (a history of limited'

*.g*1 1"" Hamiltons) and a fictional present (fable of

Trasks). I am whote ani it"" and know that art and life depend

on the lonely, unguiGd' solitary effort'".Some significant in-

formatton ts conveyed in that quote: that his is a double-

stranded narrarive, *i,r, on" strand biographical, 9n9 
symbolic

irit. C *a A characters that suggest the Cain and Abel story
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separated from those sons by his r 94g divorce. This book was
written for them, and it is a novel about fathers and sons. Dis-
CUSS.

1 . rn Journal of a Nover, Steinbeck wrote this about the retter
from charles to Adam: "The letter written by charles to Adam
is a very tricky one and it has in it, concealed but certainlv
there, a number of keys. I recommend that you read it veiy
carefully-very carefully because if you miss this, you will
miss a great deal of this book and maybe will not pick it up
until much later..." What did he mean by that comment?

8. In contrast to the Trasks, what values are important in the
Hamilton stories? what kinds of contrasts is he setting up with
the two stories? Is Sam Hamilton-based on SteinbeJk's own
grandfather (a man whom the author did not know well, since
he died when Steinbeck was a toddler)_a good father? In
what ways is he an admirable man? What is his role in the
novel?

9. Cathy is, of course, the character in the book who is perhaps
the most fascinating and horrifying. Note the ways that Stein_
beck as "I" narrator introduces her in early chapters-first as a
monster and then, rereading the ..text" of her, revisine his
opinion. Why does he do so? What point is he makin! when
he asks the reader to shift his/her judgmenr of Cathyl l..It
doesn't matter that Cathy is a monster...,')

10. Look up the meaning of "metafiction." This may be the first
novel of metafiction in twentieth century American literature,
Discuss qualities of the self-reflexive, self-conscious novel.
Note the number of texts in the novel. It's a book about the
nature of the creative process. Discuss.

I 1. Why is Cathy suspicious of Lee, of Samuel and of his wife?
Explain.

12. What are Lee's roles in the novel? Why does Steinbeck in_
clude the story about his mother?

13. Does cathy change in the course of the novel? In the rast sec-
tion, the book becomes Cal's story, as he struggles with his
own "badness." Is he to blame for telling his brother about his
mother? Why is Kate fascinated with Aron? Why does she

leave him money? Discuss the vartous money-l

the novel and what theY mean'

14. What is the significance of Kate's story? Why

tell her historY in such dePth?

15. What is the significance of Abra and her backl

can't she tolerate Aron? Why is she attracted t

To Adam?

16. What is the meaning of the ending' of.the inst:

'" ;;;;t spoken' SevJral critics have noted that

;;th""; had his translation "thou mayest" cor

-utt"rf Must the phrase be "thou mayest" in 1

the Cain and Abel storY?
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leave him money? Discuss the various rnoney-giving scenes in
the novel and what they mean.

14. What is the significance of Kate's story? Why does Sternbeck
tell her history in such depth'?

15. What is the significance of Abra and her background. Why
can't she tolerate Aron? Why is she attracted to Cal? To Lee?
To Adam?

16. What is the meaning of the ending, of the insistence of the
words spoken. Several critics have noted that Steinbeck may
not have had his translation "thou mayest" correct. Does it
matter? Must the phrase be "thou mayest" in this rendition of
the Cain and Abel story?

CANNERY ROW

This novel begins with a chapter that defines the kind of book
Steinbeck wrote-a book about a human tide pool. Note the
structure of the first chapter, as it moves from the "high tide"
of human activity on the Row to the "low tide" of twilight,
when the denizens of Cannery Row appear. Read the last sen-
tences of this chapter carefully-this is Steinbeck's method, to
lift out his characters as a marine biologist might lift a sea
creature from its tide pool. Discuss.

Why does the novel begin with Lee Chong's grocery-an ac-
tual place on Cannery Row that Steinbeck knew well? Why is
there one suicide in this chapter, one account of survivors?
Steinbeck had read Darwin. An excellent book to read in con-
junction with Cannery Row is Sea of Cortez, an account of his
and Ricketts's 1940 trip to the Sea of Cortez to collect and
catalogue marine life.

The structure of this book is similar to that of The Grapes of
Wrath, with a "plot" of sorts telling how Mack and the boys
try to throw a party for Doc and interchapters that sketch other
characters' actions. Some of these interchapters-which con-
nect thematically-are puzzling. (Think about the scene with
Doc and the drowned girl.) What is he getting ar in the chapter
about "The Word"? He's saying sornething about the nature of
fiction here-about the pattern that he, as novelist. creates. His
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is the "fantastic pattern" of fiction.

4. Why does Steinbeck include the vision of the Chinaman's
eyes? It may be that he is suggesting another level of reality
here, as he does elsewhere in the book. This novel is full of
eyes, ofreferences to seeing. It is also very much about how
we see, what we should see, what is possible to see and appre_
ciate.

5. The "Doc" of Cannery Row is based on Steinbeck's closest
friend, Edward Ricketts. Ricketts was a marine biologist living
on Cannery Row, and the two met in 1930. Ricketts was an
impressive man-a man who appreciated music, the art of
Asia and Europe, Whitman and Li po. He was a scientist and a
philosopher. His mind, as Steinbeck wrote in an essay, ..About

Ed Ricketts," knew no horizons. (The essay is the preface fora
reissued Log portion of Sea of CorteT, published in 195 | after
Ricketts's death.) Cannery Row is, in many ways, Steinbeck,s
fictional tribute to his friend. The Doc character enters the
book collecting specimens in the tide pools; and he is last seen
reciting a love poem. Scientist and poet-Ricketts's awareness
fully embraced both. Discuss the portrait of Doc as a scientist
and a cultured man.

6. Steinbeck wrore this novel in 1944-45, immediately after he
returned from a stint as a war correspondent. It often seems to
be a light-hearted text about bums and their ways of coping,
but it is also a serious and profound book in many ways. Jack-
son Benson, one of Steinbeck's biographers , says that Can_
nery Row is Steinbeck's war novel without ever mentioning
the war. Read the scene of the frog hunt with World War II in
mind, and discuss whether or not it suggests something far
more serious than hunting frogs.

1 . Critics have sometimes accused Steinbeck of being sentimen-
tal. If there is one overtly sentimental tale in this book it is
probably Frankie's story. Discuss the nature of sentimentality,
its effectiveness, its excesses. Why is Frankie's story impor_
tant to the namative?

B. The gopher chapter, one of the little parables that Steinbeck
loved to recount (think of the turtle chapter in Grapes) tells
readers something important about the book. Why must the

sopher move to survlve'l To thrlve'? In the bot

iunn"tt that cannot be avoided by creattng a 
1

Wftut i, the mood of the final chapter? Why?

snake's eyes suggest at the end? Why is this t

il""t t *"aing oi "The Snake"' a story that s

,n"lJV 1930s' help explain the final image!

. Cannery Row is an ecological novel' From al

said above, explain what that means'
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gopher move to survive'l To thrive? ln the book. is lif'e full of
dangers that cannot be avotded by creating a gopher paradise?

What is the mood of the final chapter? Why? What do the

snake's eyes suggest at the end? Why is this the final image?

Does a reading of "The Snake," a story that Steinbeck wrote in

the early 1930s, help explain the final image?

Cannery Row is an ecological novel. From all that has been

said above, explain what that means.

SWEET THT]RSDAT AND CANNERY ROW

Comment on references to popular culture in the book, mov-

ies, show business, etc. What is the importance of these refer-

ences? How do they establish the tone of the book?

Compare Mack in Sweet Thursdav with Mack in Carutery

Row. Does he seem more convincrng in one book or the other?

Compare the beginning of the two books-the introductory

chapter of Cannery Row with that of Sweet Thursday-How

does the fictional terrain differ'? Are the intentions the same?

Comment on the significance of these chapters: "The Great

Roque War" and "There's a Hole in Reality through which

We Can Look if We Wish." Select the two chapters in Can-

nery Row which seem most similar. Then comment on signifi-
cant differences in the chapters selected and their purposes in

the respective books.

Select a passage in each book that represents the best of Stein-

beck's writing. Cite chapters. Discuss strengths of the prose,

identifying characteristics. Do you think that the writing is

better in one book or another?

Why is Joseph and Mary such an important character, more so

than Lee Chong. Comment.

Compare Doc's character in Swee/ Thursdav with his charac-

ter in Cannerl Row'. Which seems more convincing? Which

do you like better? Comment on the significance of Doc's

struggle to write.
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8. Compare the humor rn this book with that in Cannery Rctw andTortilla Flat. Are there different qualities to the humor here?what best characterizes steinbeck's humor here? In other
books?

9. Discuss Suzy's role, her believability, her..roundness,,(in lit-
erary terms). Does she in any way develop your understanding
of Steinbeck,s female charactersi

THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT

l. The title is taken from Shakespeare,s Richard III:

Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious surrmer by this sun of york;
And all the clouds that lour,d upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean buned.
Now are our brows bound with victonous wreaths;
Our bruised arms hung up for monuments,
Our stern alarums changed to merry meetings,
Our dreadful marches to delightful measures.

Comment on the significance of the lines to Steinbeck,s
book.

2. The first two chapters are in the third person, and then the
book shifts to the first person. Explain reasons fbr this shift inpoinr of view. Why is this switch duphcared later in the book/

3. In the "steinbeck's Major Works,, section of this pamphlet,
there is a short discussion of the "voic es" in wint)r. Rereading
that section, explain what effect Ethan's conversations have:with his wife, his dog, Joey, canned goods, Mr. Baker, V"[i.,Mr. Marullo, Mr. Biggers_as well a-s with his ancestors. Is
there a consistent voice here? Do you feel you know Ethan?

4. In the first chapter, Ethan is ..tempted,, 
three times. And the

novel is set on Easter weekend. Eiplain the significance of thebiblical parallels.

-5. The betrayal motif is central to this text. trxplain.

6. "Ethan is a Christ figure who metamorphoses through GoodFriday weekend to evolve into .ludas, the betrayer.,,-Ag.". o.

disagree with this statement and clarify what

1 . If this novel is a fable about contemporary A

was determined to write a novel set in the prt

he choose the fabular to convey his ideas?

8. As several critics have pointed out' the novel

Eliot's The Waste lttndin several important

poem and consider the importance of Margie

"urds, 
the Fisher King waiting for rain' the ir

land, the talisman, the importance ot volces l

the novel.

g . In the first Steinbeck Y earbook, which focus

Robert Morsberger writes about the impact <

show scandal on the writing of this novel' Y

that Yearbook or call the Steinbeck Center a

University (408-924-4588) for a copy of the

page). Alio, readers might look at the film (

"oltiA"t 
its subject and the subject of Steint

10. Comment on the meaning of the last scene'
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drsagrce with this slaterncni and clarify what it lneans.

7. lf this novel i-s a fablc ubout contentporary America (steinbcck
was deterrnined to write a rrovei sct ln the present), rvhy would
he choose the fabular to convey his icleas,/

8. As several critics have pointed out, tire novel echoes T.S.
Eliot''s The wa'ste t'and in se verar important ways. f.eread that
poem and consider the importance ofMargie ancl her Tarot
cards, the Fisher King waiting for rain, the rmage of a waste_
land, the talisrnan, the importince of voices ln rhe poent and in
the novei.

9 In the first steinbeck yearboctk which focuses on this nover,
Robert Morsberger writes abour the irnpacf of the I9-SOs quiz
show scandal on the wrrting of this nou.i. you rnight looi ar
that Yearbook or call the Steinbeck Center at San Jose State
Universiry (409-921_45g8) fbr a copy of the article ($.2-5 a
page). Also, readers might look at the film euiz Sho,w and
consider its subject ancl the subject of Steinbeck,s novel

10. Comment on the meaning of the iast scene.
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John Steinbeck, American Writer

John Steinbeck was born in the farming town of Salinas, Califor-
nia on February 27, 7902. His father, John Ernst Steinbeck, was
not a terribly successful man; at one time or another he was the
manager of a Sperry flour plant, the owner of a feed and grain
store; the treasurer of Monterey County. His mother, the strong-
willed Olive Hamilton Steinbeck, was a former teacher. As a child
growing up in the fertile Salinas Valley-called the "Salad Bowl
of the Nation"-Steinbeck formed a deep appreciation of his envi-
ronment, not only the rich fields and hills surrounding Salinas, but
also the nearby Pacific coast where his family spent summer
weekends. "I remember my childhood names for grasses and se-
cret flowers," he wrote in the opening chapter of East of Eden. "I
remember where a toad may live and what time the birds awaken
in the summer-and what trees and seasons smelled like." The ob-
servant, shy but often mischievous only son had, for the most part,
a happy childhood growing up with two older sisters, Beth and
Esther, and a much-adored younger sister, Mary. Never wealthy,
the family was nonetheless prominent in the small town of 3000,
for both parents engaged in community activities. Mr. Steinbeck
was a Mason, Mrs. Steinbeck a member of Eastem Star and foun-
der of The Wanderers, a women's club that traveled vicariously
through monthly reports. While the elder Steinbecks established
their identities by sending deep roots in the community, however,
their son was something of a rebel. Respectable Salinas circum-
scribed the restless and imaginative young John Steinbeck and he
defined himself against "Salinas thinking." At age fourteen he de-
cided to be a writer and spent hours as a teenager living in a world
of his own making, writing stories and poems in his upstairs bed-
room.

To please his parents, in 1919 he enrolled at Stanford Univer-
sity; to please himself he signed on only for those courses that in-
terested him-classical and British literature. writing courses. and
a smattering of science. The President of the English Club said
that Steinbeck, who regularly attended meetings to read his stories
aloud, "had no other interests or talents that I could make out. He
was a writer, but he was that and nothing else" (Benson 69). Writ-
ing was, indeed, his passion, not only during the Stanford years
but throughout his life. From 1919 to 1925, when he finally left
Stanford without taking a degree, Steinbeck dropped in and out of
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the tJniversity, sometimes to work closely with migrants and bin-
dlestiffs on California ranches. Those relatronships, coupled with
an early sympathy for the weak and defenseless, deepened his em-
pathy for workers, the disenfranchised, the lonely and dislocated-
an empathy that is characteristic in his work. After leaving Stan-

ford. he briefly tried construction work and newspaper reporting in
New York City, and then retumed to his native state in order to
hone his craft. In the late 1920s, during a three-year stint as a care-

taker for a Lake Tahoe estate, he wrote several drafts of his first
novel, Cup of Gold (1929) about the pirate Henry Morgan, and

met the woman who would become his first wife. Carol Henning,
a San Jose native. After their marriage in 1930, he and Carol set-

tled, rent-free, into the Steinbeck family's summer cottage in Pa-

cific Grove, she to search for jobs to support them, he to continue
writing.

During the decade of the 1930s Steinbeck wrote most of his

best California fiction: The Pctstures of Heaven (1932), To a God
Unknown (1933), Tortilla Flat (1935),ln Dubious Battle (1936),
0f Mice and Men (1931), The Long Valley,( I 938) and The Grctpes

of Wrath ( 1939). To a God Unknown, second written and third
published, tells of patriarch Joseph Wayne's domination of and

obsession with the land. Mystical and powerful, the novel testifies
to Steinbeck's awareness of an essential bond between humans

and the environments they inhabit" In a journal entry kept while
working on this n6vsl-2 practice he continued all his life-the
young author wrote: "the trees and the muscled mountains are the

world-but not the world apart from man-the world nn6l rn21-
the one inseparable unit man and his environment. Why they
should ever have been understood as being separate I do not
know." His conviction that characters must be seen in the context
of their environments remained constant throughout his career. His
was not a man-dominated universe, but an interrelated whole,
where species and the environment were seen to interact, where
commensal bonds between people, among families, with nature

were acknowledged. By 1933, Steinbeck had found his terrain;
had chiseled a prose style that was more naturalistic, and far less

strained than in his earliest novels; and had claimed his people-
not the respectable, sn-rug Salinas burghers, but those on the edges

of polite society. Steinbeck's California fiction, from Io a God
Unknov,n to Ectst of Eden ( l9-52) e nvisions the dreams and defeats

of common people shaped by the environments they inhabit.
Undoubtedly his ecological, holistic vision was determined
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both by his early years roaming the Salinas hills and by his long
and deep friendship with the remarkable Edward Flanders
Rrcketts, a marine biologist. Founder of Pacific Biological, a ma-
rine lab eventually housed on Cannery Row in Monterey, Ed was a

careful observer of intertidal life: "I grew to depend on his knowl-
edge and on his patience in research," Steinbeck writes in ..About

Ed Ricketts," an essay composed after his friend's death in 1948
and published with The Log from the Sea of Correz ( 1951). Ed
Ricketts's influence on Steinbeck, however, struck far deeper than
the common chord of detached observation. Ed was a lover of
Gregorian chants and Bach; Spengler and Krishnamurti; Whitman
and Li Po. His mind "knew no horizons," writes Steinbeck. In ac-
dition, Ricketts was remarkable for a quality of acceptance; he ac-
cepted people as they were and he embraced life as he found it.
This quality he called non-teleological or "is" thinking, a perspec-
tive that Steinbeck also assumed in much of his fiction during the
1930s. He wrote with a "detached quality," simply recording what
"is." The working title for Of Mice and Men, for example, was
"Something That Happened"-this is simply the way life is. Fur-
thermore, in most of his fiction Steinbeck includes a "Doc,' figure,
a wise observer of life who epitomizes the idealized stance of the
nonteleological thinker: Doc Burton in In Dubious Battle, Slim in
Of Mice and Men, Casy in The Grapes of Wrath, Lee in East of
Eden, and of course "Doc" himself in Cannery Row (1945) and the
sequel, the rollicking Sweet Thursday (1954). All see broadly and
truly and empathetically. Ed Ricketts, patient and thoughtful, a
poet and a scientist, helped ground the author's ideas. He was
Steinbeck's mentor, his alter ego, and his soul mate. Considering
the depth of his eighteen-year friendship with Ricketts, it is hardly
surprising that the bond acknowledged most frequently in Stein-
beck's oeuvre is friendship between and among men.

Steinbeck's writing style as well as his social consciousness of
the 1930s was also shaped by an equally compelling figure in his
life, his wife Carol. She helped edit his prose, urged him to cut the
Latinate phrases, typed his manuscripts, suggested titles, and of-
fered ways to restructure. In 1935, having finally published his
first popular success with tales of Monterey's paisanos, Tortilla
Flar, Steinbeck, goaded by Carol, attended a few meetings of
nearby Carmel's John Reed Club. Although he found the group,s
zealotry distasteful, he, like so many intellectuals of the 1930s,
was drawn to the communists' sympathy for the working man.
Farm workers in California suffered. He set out to write a
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"biography of a strikebreaker," but from his interviews with a

nouJAei organizer hiding out in nearby Seaside, he turned from

biography to fiction, writing one of the best strike novels of the

t*Jnti.ttt century, In Dubious Battle' Never a partisan novel' it

dissects with a steady hand both the ruthlessness of the strike or-

ganizers and the rapaciousness of the greedy landowners" What the

Iuthor sees as dubious about the struggle between organizers and

farmers is not who wlll win but how profound is the effect on the

workers trapped in between, manipulated by both interests'

At the ti"igt t of his powers, Steinbeck followed this large can-

vas with two books that round out what might be called his labor

trilogy. The tightly-focused Of Mice and Men was one of the first

in u iong line of "experiments," a word he often used to identify a

forthcoiing project. This "play-novelette," intended to be both a

novella and a script for a play, is a tightly-drafted study of bin-

dlestiffs through whose dreams he wanted to represent the univer-

sal longings fo. a home. Both the text and the critically-acclaimed

1g37 Broadway play (which won the Drama critics circle Award

for best play that year) made Steinbeck a household name' assur-

ing his popularity and, for some, his infamy' His next novel inten-

siiea piputar debate about Steinbeck's gritty subjects, his uncom-

promising sympathy for the disenfranchised, and his "crass" lan-

iuug". Tile Gripes of wrath sold out an advance edition of 19,804

[y tlO-Aptil,1939; was selling 10,000 copies a week by early

N.iay; and won the pulitzer prize for the year (1940). published at

the apex of the Depression, the book about dispossessed farmers

captured the decadi's angst as well as the nation's legacy of fierce

individualism, visionary prosperity, and determined westward

movement. It was, like the best of Steinbeck's novels, informed in

part by documentary zeal, in part by Steinbeck's ability to trace

mythit and biblical pattems. Lauded by critics nationwide for its

sctp" and intensity, The Grapes of Wrath attracted an equally vo-

ciferous minority opinion. Oklahomans said that the dispossessed

Joads's story was a "dirty, lying, filthy manuscript" in the words

of congressman Lyle Boren. californians claimed the novel was a

,"ourgJ on the state's munificence, and an indignant Kern County'

its migrant population burgeoning, banned the book well into

world war II. The righteous attacked the book's language or tts

crass gestures: Granpa's struggle to keep his fly buttoned was not'

it seemed to some, fit for print. The Grapes of Wrath v'tas a couse

celi'bre.
Theauthorabandonedthefield,exhaustedfromtwoyearsot



research trips and personal commitment to the migrants' woes,

from the five-month push to write the final version, from a deterio-
rating marriage to Carol, and from an unnamed physical malady.
He retreated to Ed Ricketts and science, announcing his intention
to study seriously marine biology and to plan a collecting trip to
the Sea of Corlez. The text Steinbeck and Ricketts published in
1941, Sea of Cortez (reissued in l95l without Ed Ricketts's cata-
logue of species as The Log.from the Sea of Cortez), tells the story
of that expedition. It does more, however. The Log portion that
Steinbeck wrote (from Ed's notes) in 1940-at the same time
working on a film in Mexico, The Forgotten Village----contains his

and Ed's philosophical musings, his ecological perspective, as

well as keen observations on Mexican peasantry, hermit crabs, and
"dryball" scientists. Quipped Lewis Gannett, there is, in Sea of
Cortez, more "of the whole man, John Steinbeck, than any of his
novels": Steinbeck the keen observer of life, Steinbeck the scien-
tist, the seeker of truth, the historian and journalist, the writer.

Steinbeck was determined to participate in World War II, first
doing patriotic work (The Moon Is Down, 1942, aplay-novelette
about an occupied Northem European country, and Bombs Away,
1942, a portrait of bomber trainees) and then going overseas for
the New York Herald Tribune as a war correspondent. In his war
dispatches he wrote about the neglected corners of war that many
journalists missed-life at a British bomber station, the allure of
Bob Hope, the song "Lili Marlene," and a diversionary mission off
the Italian coast. These columns were later collected in Once
There Was ct War ( 1958). Immediately after returning to the

States, a shattered Steinbeck wrote a nostalgic and lively account
of his days on Cannery Row, Cannery Row (1945).In 1945, how-
ever, few reviewers recognized that the book's central metaphor,
the tide pool, suggested a way to read this non-teleological novel
that examined the "specimens" who lived on Monterey's Cannery
Row, the street Steinbeck knew so well.

Steinbeck often felt misunderstood by book reviewers and
critics, and their barbs rankled the sensitive writer, and would
throughout his career. A book resulting from a post-war trip to
Russia with Robert Capa in 1947 , A Russian Journal ( l94B),
seemed to many superficial. Reviewers seemed doggedly either to

misunderstand his biological naturalism or to expect him to com-
pose another strident social critique like The Grapes of Wrath.
Commonplace phrases echoed in reviews of books of the 1940s

and other "experimental" books ofthe 1950s and 1960s:

"complete departure," "unexpected." A humoro

nery Row seemed fluff to many. Set in La Paz, l
(1941), a "folk tale...a black-white story like a p
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"complete cleparturc," "r-rnerpccted." A hurr-rorous tcxt like Cizn_
ne+, ft11y, seemed fluff to many. Set in La Paz, Mexico , T'he pearl
(1941). a "folk tale...a black-white story like a parable" as he
wrote his agent, tells of a youn,q man who finds an astounding
pearl, loses his freedom in protecting hrs wealth, and finally
throws back into the sea the cause of his woes. Reviews noted this
as another slim volume by a maj or author-of whom rlore was
expected. The Wctyv,ard Bus (]947), a "cosmic Bus," sputtered as
well.

Steinbeck faltered both professionally and personally in the
1940s. He divorced the loyal bur volatile Carol in 1943. That same
year he moved east with his second wife, Gwyndolyn Conger, a
lovely and talented woman nearly twenty years his junior who ulti-
mately came to resent his growing stature and feel that her own
creativity-she was a singer-had been stifled. With Gwyn, Stein_
beck had two solts, Thom and John, but the marriage started fal-
ling apart shortly after the second son's birth, ending in divorce in
1948. That same year Steinbeck was numbed by Ed Ricketts's
death. Only with concentrated work on a filmscript on the life of
Emiliarro Zapata for Elia Kazan's fllm Viva Zapata! (1952) would
Steinbeck gradually chart a new course. In 1949 he met and in
1950 married his third wife, Elaine Scott, and with her he moved
again to New York City, where he lived for the rest of his life.
Much of the pain and reconciliation of those late years of the
1940s were worked out in two subsequent novels: his third play-
novelette Burning Bright (19-50), a boldly experimental parable
about a man's acceptance of his wife's child fathered by another
man, and in the largely autobiographical work he'd contemplated
since the early I 930s, East of Eden (1952).

"It is what I have been practicing to write all of my hfe," he
wrote to painter Bo Beskow early in 1948, when he first began re_
search fbr a noveI about his native valley and his people; three
years later when he finished the manuscript he wrote his fiiend
again, "This is 'the book'...Always I had rhis book waiting to be
written." With Viya Tnpattr!, Ea.st of Eden, Burning Bright and
later The Winter of Our Discontent ( l96l ), Steinbeck's fiction be-
comes less concerned with the behavior of groups-what he called
in the 1930s "group 11;111"-n1d more focused on an individual 's
moral responsibility to self and community. The detached perspec_
tive of the scientist gives way to a e ertain warrnth; the ubiquitous
"self-character" that hc clairned appeared in all his novels to com_
ment and obscrve is modcled less on Ed Rickctts. rrore on John
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5. When OfMice and Men opened in New york in December,
1939, John Steinbeck wrote his agent that it was ,.a beautiful

1ob...a curious lyncal thing. It hangs together and is under_
played." What rnight he have meant by "underplayed?', Is
George's essential loneliness captured by Burgess Meredith?
Compare this to Gary Sinese's portrayal of George in the 1992
yslsisn-n6te the effectiveness of the opening shot, where
George is alone.

6. The role of Slim is expanded in the film. Comment. At the
end, does Slim seem to replace Lennie as George,s compan-
ion? Is this also true in the novel? What does the end of Stein-
beck's novel suggest?

7. In the film, there is a scene where George is seen putting the
money in the post box--clearly the down payment on the
ranch is made. Is this scene necessary? What are the implica_
tions of this scene?

8. Is there more humor in the 1939 film than in the book? In the
1992 film, John Malkovich, playing Lennie, conveys Lennie's
playfulness, his child-like qualities. Compare this performance
to Chaney's depiction of Lennie in the 1939 film.

9. At the end of the 1939 film, a sheriff comes on the
implying that whatever happens to George, justice will be
done. Does this change the impact of the ending? Compare
this to the ending of the 1992 frlm-where there was no neecl
to introduce a sheriff in order to have the film pass censors. Is
the 1992 ending more effective? Does it happen too quickly,i

The Grapes of Wrath

l. The notoriety of The Grapes of Wrath, coupled with the popu_
larity of Of Mice and Men as novel (1937), successful Broad_
way play (1937), and film (1939), made Sreinbeck a
"household name" by 1940, as announced in the publicitv for
John Ford's fllm, The Grapes of Wrath. To insure the film,s
popular success, artist Thomas Hart Benton was asked to draw
the main characters for the film publicity campaign; his art
was firmly "in the American grain" and an accessible artist
like Benton would help make the film seem less inflammatory.
Ford was taking on "raw" and controversial subject matter in
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7'lte Grapes. ctl Wrath., ancl he publicly sorrght ways to makethe lnateriar more palatabre for the-audience. Discuss how thispopulist appear tlrat the firmrnakers are atternpting to convey r.s

i.:::,1,f,1;"to 
visuat irnagery. what rnakes rhe opening scenes

2. Playing Tom Joad was a career breakthrough for HenryFonda. Note the ways in which Fonda captures Tom Joad,sisolation, his anger, his attachment io fo,nily, his restlessness.
3. In inirial filming along Roure 66. the film, produced by DarrylZanuck, was called ..ftigt.,*uy 6;,;;; prorecr the film crewfrom potential harm-the rnaierial was stit very controversialin the press' particsrslry in otrurro-J and carifornia. Note theeffecriveness of the laniscape ,t";r';; th" b"ginni;; ;;;"r"this to the opening of the book, ;;;.;proach. - "b vr Lrru u(r(,(' wnlcn ls ctnematic in its ap-

4. Discuss how the film contrasts an agrarien culturc and the in_dustrial curture that threatenr i,, irr-;"'" economy is efficient,often inhumane, machine_notrnun__..nt"red. 
Note the darkcrrs that bring evicrion noticcs.

5. As film scholar.Iohn Engel, San Jose State University, andothers have noted
book are, ".il;l;,H:::Tff:Tifl i:\n::ffi i:;"Jl:trying to capture the sound of tn" rrl,grunts, speech, the musi_

:il:1,;;1XT ji?iff , Nore whi ch,p!_.r, 
", ";" 

p";;;;;;;r y 
"'

6. Examine the scenr
rr e r m e me n r 

", i ; ;',!l "rT"l1 l.,rj ffii,rrr. rH,l ; Ii,t t:il,pare it to the novel for effectiven.rr'"ni meaning of both.Ma's central concem in the fiim_as i,rlfr" book_is to keepthe family rogerher. What is happe"i";;,h;f;i;,.;* 
"[,does the film highlight the role oi va'ipuuticiry for rhe filmannounced, .,Women's 
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that faced Ma Joad. [An award will be made] for the best

200-word letters on the subject, 'How can a mother help
keep a family together in the face of all adversity.'

7. Discuss how violence is handled in the film. The Grapes of
Wrath came out on January 24, 1940; Gone with the Wind was
released on December 15, 1939. Consider the ways that the
films differ and some underlying similarities.

8. Compare scenes of community life in the film and the novel.
Why are these group scenes important to the book? To the
meaning of both film and novel?

9. In the book, the government camp sections occur midway
through the novel; in the film the Joads are in the camp near
the end. How do you account for this shift in perspective?
What is the effect?

10. Compare the ending of the book and the film. Obviously the
ending of the book would not pass censors. But the film radi-
cally reorganizes the material to suggest a far more upbeat
ending. Ma says:

Rich fellas come up an' they die, an' their kids ain't no
good, an' they die out. But we keep a coming. We're the
people that live. Can't nobody wipe us out. Can't nobody
lick us. We'll go on forever, Pa. We're the people.

That speech was visually highlighted by a sign along the road
they traveled, "No Help Wanted," as indicated in Nunnally
Johnson's script. But Zanuck eliminated the sign, and what is
left is the open road. Comment.

1 1 . Why would this film be popular at the end of the Depression?

The Pearl

1. Steinbeck found his material for The Peerl on his 1940 trip to
the Sea of Cortez. When inLaPaz, he hears a story about a

Mexican boy with a pearl, and he retells it in that narrative.

This seems to be a true story, but it is so much like a par-
able that it almost can't be. This Indran boy is too heroic,
too wise. He knows too much and acts on his knowledge.

He
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In every way, he goes contrary to human direction. The
story rs probably true, but we don't believe it; it is far too
reasonable to be true.,' (Sea of Cortez)

comment on the ways that the firm captures the parabre of the
book.

2. Steinbeck wrote over one-third of his books about Mexico. In
America and Americans,his last book, he comments:

From the first we have treated our minorities abominably,
the way the old boys do the new kids in school. All that
was required to release this mechanism of oppression and
sadism was that the newcomers be meek, poor, weak in
numbers, and unprotected...

He hated bullies, and developed a quick sympathy for out_
casts, growing up in Salinas he knew and worked with many
Mexican immigrants. He spoke Spanish with a local family.
He visited Mexico often from 1935-1949. Steinbeck *u, ulru
interested in ethnics because of a deeper interest in spirituality
he found in many encounters with Indians. He wrote in Amer_
ica and Americans.

Many white people, after association with the tribesmen,
have been struck with the dual life_the reality and super_
reality-that the Indians seem to be able to penetrate ai
will. The stories of travelers in the early days are filled
with these incidents of another life separated from this one
by a penetrable veil; and such is the power of the Indians,
belief in this other life that the traverer usually comes out
believing in it too and only fearing that he won,t be be_
lieved.

Comment on references to rerigion and spirituarity in the film
compared to the novel.

3. After his stint as a war correspondent, he came home to New
York both emotionally and mentally spent. He started writing
Cannery Row out of homesickness for the lab. There is dark--
ness in that book-dreams and nightmares and suicides. It is,
as one reviewer noted, "a poisoned creampuff." His experi_
ences during World War iI may account for some of darkness



4.

ol- The Pearl as well-Gwvn said that whcn hc rcturned from
the war, lre was a changcd ntan for a year. He started Zhe
Pearl in the same year that he finishcd Cannen,Rr.,u'. In LJe-

cclrbcr l94zl hc wrote:

I've gone into a slump on the Pearl and that bothers me
even remembering that I always go into two or three
slumps on every book. But it always worries me...You
know I can inspect my slumps pretty well. I go grey in the
hcad and then I begin to worry about not working. Then I
get dis-eusted with rnyself and when this disgust grows brg
enough the whole thing turns over like an iceberg and I go
to work again. It's always the same and it's always new. I
never get used to it. (to Pat Covici, December 29,1944)

Is there darkness in this film?

The inspiration for The Penrl was visual. After he retumed
from the war, Steinbeck went to Mexico. He said at one point
that there was "an illogic there that I need."

While there, I came on a curious combination. Indio Fer-
nandez, an ex-cowboy actor, ex-revolutionary leader
started directing pictures. He had taken Delores del Rio,
between us a pass6 actress who was never terrific, stnpped
the make-up, head dress. and eye lashes from her and
made a good emotional actress of her. A Mexican camera
man named Figueroa was doing remarkable things for
them. There was a flavor about this work like some of the
French people, like li.enoir, etc. I told them a folklorish
tale I picked up in La Peu about the Indian and the Pearl
and we decided to make it-to make it straight without
ilny concessions to Hollywood...

Comment on the roles played by each in the film's develop-
ment.

Steinbeck's wif'e. Gwvn, worked on the music fbr the film. Is
it seamlessly integrated into the action'l How are references to
rnusic in the book worked into the flhn?

The therne o1'dangers of rvealth is important to both the no-
vella and the filnt. J-his therne had personal ranrif iczrtions for
Steinbcck lvho fearecl thut f-arne woulcl rob Iiim of the abilitv to
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write . lf he were wealthy and famous, he imagined, he might
not be able to write about the material that meant the most to
him. Comment.

One critic says that the film has confusion of purpose: ,,part

artistic documentary, part musical, part Western, part alle_
gory." Comment.

Reviewing The Forgotten Village, the author's good friend,
fellow traveler to Mexico in 193-5, novelist and book reviewer,
Joseph Henry Jackson, found troubling Steinbeck's implied
superiority to the peasants: "Some day a critic will take time to
analyze the curious, fatherly-godlike love that Steinbeck mani_
fests for his characters, to examine the chastiseth-whom-he-
loveth attitude implicit in so much of Steinbeck's work, the
insistent diminishment of his human characters (no not his tur_
tles) by which the author-creator unconsciously magnifies
himself in relation to them" (17). Comment on this viewpoint
as it relates to The Pearl.
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